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ABSTRACT 

Microservice is one of the architectural trends in software development. Microservices divide 

normally large applications into smaller, more independent parts. One of these small parts 

can be a function that communicates with the database (database-per-service). However, in 

microservice architecture, sometimes not only one database is used. In one transaction of the 

microservice architecture sometimes requires inputting into multiple databases. This can be a 

problem if in one of the input processes there is an error in one of the services, causing loss of 

data integration between databases. Based on this problem we proposed a system to monitor 

the transaction process. The monitor that we have developed will check the data that is 

entered into the database at each microservice service. If there is an error, the monitor will 

roll back the failed transaction. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Microservice is one of the trends in software architecture design which is an 

approach with the concept of modularization. Each module is divided into 

small sections as an independent system. So that each module in the 

microservice has a light coupling level [1]. Applications that developed with 

this architecture have advantages including being easy to develop, deploy, 

maintain and scale compared to a single application.[2].But from all of these 

advantages, this microservice architecture has disadvantages including 

complex deployments and autonomy[3]. This autonomy is essentially a 

positive aspect but achieving this with data integration is a big challenge. 
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In a microservice architecture, the database is often made into a service or it 

can be called database-per-service [4]. By making it like this, the transaction 

process into the database becomes more independent because it is not affected 

by other things. However, if there are multiple databases-per-service, data 

integration may be a problem. 

 

In a single request to a system with a microservice architecture, there are 

usually many transactions in many databases. However, if an error occurs in 

the process, another service usually has to be canceled. Based on this problem, 

a monitor is proposed to supervise the transaction process so that if an error 

occurs, the data integration can be maintained. 

 

RELATED WORKS 

If an error occurs in a request to the microservice application, it is necessary to 

know which service link is fault. Therefore, monitoring has an important role 

in microservices. Monitoring in a microservice can be run in multiple levels: 

hardware level, network level, system level, microservice application level, 

and service access level [2]. In our own research, monitoring is carried out at 

the application level because it is specifically aimed at monitoring data 

integration. However, there are also several microservice monitoring at other 

levels, including: 

Benjamin Mayer conducted research to build microservice monitors [5]. The 

microservice monitor is built in the form of a dashboard based on stakeholder 

needs by retrieving metrics system data in the form of CPU, memory 

consumption, workload, and error rate. 

Marcello Cinque developed the MetroFunnel monitoring application to 

monitor request-response messages between microservices [6]. The steps 

taken in MetroFunnel are sniffing the request-response REST message. The 

advantage is that there is no need to change the microservice application itself. 

Shang-Pin Na developed a version-based monitoring microservice [7]. The 

proposed scheme is based on versioning, monitoring and visualization 

(VMAMV), as well as metrics with statistical process control (SPC) methods. 

 

ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 
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Fig. 1.Microservice with Database-per-Service 

 

The monitor that is built is intended to handle data mismatch issues in the 

database-as-service API. In a request, there are usually many transactions into 

the database at the same time. If one of the transactions has an error, the other 

transaction must also be corrected or canceled. The monitor built into our 

development will be formed as a service / API. We initially had 2 approaches 

for designing this API monitor: 

 

Busy-Waiting Approach 

The first approach is to use the busy-waiting method[8]which makes the 

monitor check data changes stored on each database-as-service. This monitor 

will check every incoming data content along with the time the data is 

inputted. If there is a change in data in the same time frame, it can be said that 

it is a new transaction. However, if in the new transaction there is a mismatch 

between each database-per-service, it means that the monitor will consider the 

transaction to be a failure. If it is considered a failed transaction, the monitor 

will roll back the data. 
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Fig. 2. Monitor with busy-waiting approach 

 

After we analyze this approach has advantages and disadvantages, including: 

 

Advantages: 

The monitor becomes more independent and is not affected by other APIs 

because it only pays attention to the database in the microservice architecture 

Good for handling data transactions in the form of new entries 

 

Disadvantages: 

Difficult to detect and search transactions for data changes or deletions. 

 

 We did not implement this approach because it has disadvantages as 

mentioned. 

 

Sleep & Wake Up Approach 

This approach uses the concept of sleep and wake up; sleep, wake up, idle in 

the process [9]. When there is no transaction process, the API monitor is idle. 

However, when there is a transaction process, the monitor will be awakened to 

check the data transactions that occur. 

This approach requires reports from other database APIs to find out whether 

the transaction processing to the database has been carried out or not. So in the 

process, all APIs before and after making transactions into the database are 

required to report to the API monitor. If all database APIs report a successful 

transaction, it means that the entire transaction to the database is considered 
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successful. However, if it fails, the monitor will roll back the incoming 

transactions so that data integration can be maintained. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Monitor with sleep & wakeup approach 

 

From the results of our analysis this approach has several advantages & 

disadvantages: 

 

Advantages: 

• Can detect changes in the form of input, change, or deletion 

 

Disadvantages: 

• It takes longer because there must be a transaction process report from all 

database APIs 

 

We apply this approach because even though it is a little longer, it can 

maintain data integration. 
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Fig. 4. Class Diagram Monitor API 

 

In development, we made this monitor in the form of an API. There are 2 main 

classes and 1 interface. The main class of this monitor is used to handle 

checking the list of microservice transactions to the database, giving responses 

to the API gateway, and receiving reports from the microservice. In addition, 

there is a support class for recording transaction lists into a temporary 

database. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Monitoring is one way to maintain data integrity in microservice applications. 

Monitoring can also be used to control data transaction errors in the database 

(for example rolling back) such as in the application we developed. The 

microservice monitor that we have developed can maintain the integration of 

data in a transaction to multiple databases. But it has a disadvantages because 

each microservice has to report to the monitor so it takes a little more time. 

Therefore, for further development we plan to change the reading pattern of 

the monitor data by sniffing the request / response messages. From this 

message, the monitor will check the data in the database within a certain 

period of time if there is an error response and will make data corrections or 

rollbacks of failed transactions. 
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